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Principle

By the configuration of the control, it is possible to decide from what channel the drive receives its commands 
and setpoint, either permanently or depending on a switching command.

Numerous configurations are possible. The following configurations are some of the possibilities available.

Available Configurations

Communication Scanner
• 100: Communication scanner output
• 101: Communication scanner input there is no limitation in the configuration of the control

ODVA AC Drive Profile
• 20: Basic speed control output
• 21: Extended speed control output
• 70: Basic speed control input
• 71: Extended speed control input

Configuration via the graphic display terminal or the integrated display terminal:

NOTE: Following 2 cases can only be used if the assemblies 20/70 ([Conf. Assembly] (CIOA) = 
[20/70] (20)) or 21/71 ([Conf. Assembly] (CIOA) = [21/71] (21)) are selected.
If the configuration is not done as described, the drive will trip in [EXTERNAL FAULT COM.] (EPF2) when 
trying to establish the communication.

• Case 1: Setpoint 1B is connected to the functions (Summing, PID, etc) which remain active even after 
switching:

• Case 2: Setpoint 2 is directly connected to the drive reference limit. If switching is performed, the functions 
that affect the reference (summing, PID, etc.) are inhibited: 

NOTE: It is not possible to configure the display terminal as a channel.
To switch to the display terminal, use the function force local and assign the parameter 
[Forced local Ref.] (FLOC) to [HMI] (LCC).

Menu Parameter Permitted value

[COMMAND] (CtL-) [Profile] (CHCF) [Separate] (SEP)

[Ref.1B channel] (Fr1b) [Ref. AI1] (AI1) or [Ref. AI2] (AI2)

[Cmd channel 1] (Cd1) [Com. card] (nEt)

[Cmd channel 2] (Cd2) [Terminals] (tEr)

[Cmd switching] (CCS) [C312] (C312)

[APPLICATION FUNCT.] (FUn-)
[REFERENCE SWITCH.] (rEF-)

[Ref.1 channel] (Fr1) [Com. card] (nEt)

[Ref 1B switching] (rCb) [C313] (C313)

Menu Parameter Permitted value

[COMMAND] (CtL-) [Profile] (CHCF) [Separate] (SEP)

[Ref.1 channel] (Fr1) [Com. card] (nEt)

[Ref.2 channel] (Fr2) [Ref. AI1] (AI1) or [Ref. AI2] (AI2)

[Cmd channel 1] (Cd1) [Com. card] (nEt)

[Cmd channel 2] (Cd2) [Terminals] (tEr)

[Cmd switching] (CCS) [C312] (C312)

[Ref. 2 switching] (rFC) [C313] (C313)


